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Woods Hall adopts open-lwurs po icy
"Adoption of open-hours in
Woods Hall makes Murray
State University, to my
knowledge, the only one in the
state with completely selfregulatory hours for all
students," Robert Mobley,
director of housing, said.
Speaking before a gathering
of about 100 residents, Mobley
announced that Woods Hall
will observe self-regulated
hours during the spring
semester.
Although
originally
scheduled to maintain restric·
ted hours through the 1974-75
school year, the change is in
response to wishes of 252
residentil. Five occupants I!Ur·
veyed by the Woods Hall Dorm
Council desired specific hours.

Last Issue
'foday's issue of tht~
Murray State News i.e; the
last of the semester. Next
issue is Jan. 17, and deadline
for that is:>ue is the
preceding Monday, Jan. 13.
All copy, stories and
organization news should be
in by that time.

rates charged to resident
occupants.
These
recommendations
residents questioned Mobley
concerning probable effects of would bring the University into
total compliance with Title IX,
the change.
Room fees will increase to a federal act which allows
federal funding to be withheld
$170 for double occupancy, and
from institutions continuing
$235 for single occupancy per
semester. This increase covers discriminatory practices after
the cost of additional security the first of the year.
The Residence Hall Board
guards, although Woods Hall
residents will still pay $5 less displayed a very "mature and
for their un-airconditioned decisive manner and great
foresight'' in formulating the
facilities.
resolution, said Mobley. It
Some measure will be taken recommends that a $10 self·
to supply regulatory hours regulated hours fee be charged
during the spring semester for
to all male and female
the students requtu~ting them,
residents.
because "we feel an obligation •
This will create a $5
to these students since we had
reduction in women's rent rates
originally planned t.o keep
(they have been paying a $15
regulatory hours throughout 1:1ecurity fee), while men will be
the 1974-75 school year."
charged an additional $10 per
In a meeting of tho Residence
semester. Consequently, all
MSU re.c;ident hall rates will he
Hall Planning and Advisory
identical, complying with Title
Board held Monday night
IX, althC>ugh Woods Hall, with
resolutiona were passed and
no air conditioning facilities
recommended to Mobley, who
will be $5 less expensive per
in turn will make the
recommendations to Dr. Frank
seme~t.er.
The student proposed
Julian, vice president of
student development, and
resolution also calls for security
President Constantine W.
guards to be stationed in all
Curris, concerning the current
lobbies during the night hours.
A loud round of applause

greeted the announcement, and

This additional security will
permit extended .s ervice in
men's
residence
halls,
eliminating the problem of no
assistance available, Mobley
said. Also with additional
people, main lobbies of all
dorms will be open 24 hours
per day for guest visitation.
The resolution is also aimed
to discourage thefta of personal
belonging!! and University
furniture,
and
also
recommends that any excess

revenue be redistributed to
independent hall councils and
directors based on· percentage
of residents in each hall.
"These actions, if approved
by the Board of Regents, will
end all sex discrimination in
the University residence halls,
a matter which has been of
great concern to campus
women for some time," said
Tonya Young, assistant
director of housing.

--

Minority Council sets
'Heyday' for Jan. 23
"Harlem Heyday," a play
sponsored by the Minority
Awareness Committee of the
Student Ac.'tivity Board, is
coming to Murray State
University .Jan. 23, according to
George King, committee chair·
man from Louisville.
The two-act presentation
beginning ut 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, will feature
Voices, Inc., a black repertory

musical theater group from
New York City.
The story centers around the
memories of Rufus GoNightly,
an old-time black star during
~he exciting vaudeville and
theater days of the 1920's.
Tickets for "Heyday" are $1
with a twenty-five cent
discount to students buying in
advance. TicketM will go em sale
in the Student Union Bldg.
during spring registration.

~~~·
··~,
-~~;!til~

Despite its winter season, Christmas glows
with the warmth of human love and the love of
its holy celebration. It is my hope that each
member of the University community
students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends -enjoys the peace and personal fulfillment which
it signifies.

May the holiday season renew our dedication
to the goals of building and sustaining our
University. May each of you have a joyous and
memorable holiday season. I especially wish
safe journeys to those of you who will be
traveling.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to
everyone.
---President Constantine W. Curris
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SGA and administrators
meet to discuss problems

Photo by Rick Orr
SEXY SANTA p lays a differ ent part than the one h e played lut
year. San ta it Andy S pellman, Valley Stati on, who wa• ch osen
Mr. Sex Symbol last year and It employed at t h e Big K depart·
ment stor e.

• •

•

Christmas sp1r1ts rrse
with shorter gift lists
ChriAtmas spirits seem to be
"burning bright" this season,
with candles the "hot" item on
• many shopping Lists. Lists seem
somewhat shorter this vear on
the Murray State camp~s. said
store owners and managers.
The prevalent feeling among
retailers is that shoppers this
year are price com;cious but not
necessarily avoiding high
prices. Although students are
taking advantage of salt! items.
Fred Masters, manager of
Wallace's Book Store, said
regular items in his store were
seeing a much higher turnover
than lower priced articles.
Candlel:l were listed by all
those interviewed alia big seller,
ranging from the small op art
candles to large, elaborately
decorated ones. Personally imprinted shirts are popular at
both campus book stores, as are
greek items, records and books.
Bobby McDowell, University
Book Store manager, remarked
that a special display of electric
items such aR small appliances,
electric curlers and hair dryers
are
especially
This
lendsdoing
credence
to a well.
statement
by Rose's manager , Ron
O'Connel, who felt shoppers
were leaning more toward
essential gift items this Christmas.
Despite a 20 to 25 per cent
general price increase over last
year, all store representatives
responded negatively to
questions about inflation.
Whatever their reasons, people
apparently don't see the
economic
condition
as
threatening. In fact, Masters

May we an fiDd tbe

peace all mankind longs
for in tbe new year.

Big K
Murray, Ky.

reported that regarding dollar
Wallace's has surpassed
last year's mark.
Both 'fhe Gallery and
Michelson's Jewelry Store say
jewelry is not being overlooked
this season. A representative of
Michelson's said they are
selling a considerable a·mount
of Orange Blossom diamonds
and wedding sets as well as
pendants, earrings and other
"quality" jewelry. Turquoise
and Indian jewelry is a lso a
good selling item, according to
a Gallery Apokesperson.
A few merchants are even
thinking about the postChristmas season by getting
supplies for next semester's
courses, possibly a move of
foresight, for paper is expected
to increase from three sheets
for two cents to a penny per
sheet in the new year.
Some stores feel that the true
shopping rush has not begun.
The
Gallery
pinpointed
Dec. 10 as a yearly beginning
date for their customers. But
for most, the Christmas count-

Student senators of .Murray
State University's Student
Goverrunent Association fired
question after question to
responding administrators for
three and one half hours at a
special senate meeting Tuesday
night.
Or. Frank Julian, vice·
president for student develop·
ment; Dt. Thomas Hogancamp,
vice-president
for
ad ministration and finance; Joe
Dyer, food services director:
,James Rogers, auxiliary services director Bob Mobley,
housing director; and Johnny
McDougal, financial aid director, attended the heuing to
field inquiries from the
Kenntors and from a gallery of
12-15 students
The meeting was called to
get some interaction between
senators and administrators on
important student issues, Gene
Robert.
Mayfield,
SGA

president, explained.
Topics confronted at the
session were mostly old or pending issues. Advertisement of
the Thoroughbred Snack Bar,
closed
dorms
during
Thanksgiving holidays and the
bases of student employment
selection were primary points
of ctiscUBSion, a lthough many
new items for consideration
reached the floor. Foreign
student loans, priorities for
uate students in

concerns for handicapped
student facilities and student
representation
on
administrative committees were
also discussed.
Hogancamp, who appeared
ali a representative fo r
President Constantine W.
Curris who was out of town
Tuesday, remarked, "As I see it
here, there has been some lack
of communication between
Student Gnvernment and some
administrative
"

CATIONAL
LEARNING
CENTER
Stadium View Division

Would like to wish the Murray

State students and faculty
the merriest of Chri

sale~:~,

Give him our best
Swe aters
T urtl enec k
Lei s u re S u its
N y l o n Sh i rt s
Importe d G ifts
Western S t y le s

Earth Sh oes
Y o u N ame It

lurking~am lay. iljtb.
Sta rtin g D ec . 16 Ope n 9 AM T i ll SPM
FR EE G IFT WRAPING
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THE EMBASSY APARTMENTS

Now Renting for Spring Semester
Two Bedroom - Furnished and Unfurnished

Call 753-4140 or 753-4331
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Club gives bike to paralyzed student

Matheny UJ tramling the Optimiilts' uuy
A friend told Mike Matheny,

a Murray State University
student, he was getting an
" AAV" official certificate at
Burger Queen. "The optimists
bid the bike in the bushes,"
Matheny said, " pulled it out
and gave it to me. I shook
bands, said thanks and hardly
knew who was responsible."
William Cherry, acting chairman of the agriculture dept. at
MSU and lieutenant governor

giving Mike the bicycle ,"
Cherry said, "and the club
agreed that he needed the t ransportation."

of the Murray area Optimist
Club asked local optimists to
pre~nt Matheny a new bicycle.
Matheny is a senior
rehabilitation major and works
in the recreation room in Hart
Hall. In general, he likes
Murray. "I like Murray and the
people better than in high
school." he said, "because they
are more grown-up or maybe
I've grown up."
" I checked the reasons for

While Mike grew up, he experienced the same problems
faced by all students. Mike,
however , is faced with an additiona l problem ; he is
paralyzed on the entire right
side of his body and can't get
from class to class as well as

everyone else. With the new sible for presenting the idea to
bicycle he can .
the Optimist Club and that one
The senior said he plans to of Mike's friends, Alex Hamill,
attend
graduate
school · a senior industrial a rts major
following graduation this year. from Sea Girt, N.J., took the
He wants to help others who lead by telling him about Mike.
are handicapped.
Matheny graduated in 1970
" l took the proposition to the from Heath High School in
Optimist Club," Cherry said, West Paducah. He said he at"because its function is being a tends Murray State because " I
friend to youth."
heard a lot about Murray; it's
The club's lieutenant gover· close to home and I got a
nor said he was only respon- scholarship.''

Moonwind

Misty
THE WONDERS OF CHRISTMAS p eeted
Keith Dowdy durln.r a Chrletmaa party apon•
aored for a poup of exceptional children last

by Sam Sm ith
Thuraday by a rec r ea tion e ta... Sh own with
Ke ith is Flor e nce Moor e, Valley Stre am, N.Y., a
member of the cla88.

Housing improvements
are beginning to show
Renovation plans, started by
the Murray State University
nousing office early in the summer. are beginning to show
results as several residence hall
lobbies and study lounges
receive new furnishings and
carpet.
With ten buildings to work
on and a limited expense account, Robert Mobley, director
of housing, said " It' s a lot to
cover and I'm doing the best I
can about getting the project
done."
Work seen on the campus
currently has taken place all in
the last two weeks, but bids
and prices were investigated all
through the summer. Mobley
said they were working on the
dorms gradually and hope to
cover all of them sometime in
the continual cycle of refurnishing taking place every year.
For approximately $30,000,
the housing office obtained carpeting, draperies, new furniture
and lamps for several men's
residence hall lobbies a nd
study lounges and one new
multi-purpose room for Woods
Hall.
According to Mobley, su.ce
"vandalism is a real problem"

HUIE'S
Flower Shop

Murray's newest Jeweler
is your exclusive

(}~~
Diamond and
Wedding Band Center.

and so much was needed on
campus, the furniture was
bought as economically and
vandal proof as possible. All of
the furniture is of very heavy
weight and televisions that are
installed in lounges are placed
on the wall securely.

Shop with us for tasteful and
unique Christmas gifts.

Franklin, Hart and Richmond Halls, all men's dorms,
received full treatment in
redecorating of the lobbies and
some of the study rooms.

?ltidetuue

' Tis the season to

·fl~,

grMt our friends &

wish you the best I

White Hall also received
some new furnishing for its
lobby, but it is currently locked
up after some of it was stolen
only two days after being
placed there.

Ann Herbert
Murray' Ky.

~~~~

Bel Aire Center

Open late every night until Christmas
Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m.

~~~ ~~~-...._

~~~-~ -

~~~·

~~~~~

Order your pit-baked .hams
and bar-b-qued shoulders
for Christmas.
Owen's Food Market

Designers: Gary Brown
Rob Jaggers

Phone: 753-3981

1407 Main St.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

O"e Block From Campus
111

s. 15th

~~"-:,·_........ ~~ ~·"-:.·
~......:..·~ ·
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Opinion I Co••ent
Dormitory closings-

Change in po/icy causes problems
In the Nov. 8 issue ofthe News an
editorial was written concerning
dormitory closings over the
Thanksgiving holiday period :
Robert Mobley, housing director,
was contacted and interviewed on
the matter. Our main concern was
for the 39 foreign students living on
campus.
But, admittedly if it had not been
from a letter from Jason Osai in last
week's edition we would have con.s idered the matter solved. It seems
that after giving the News reasons
why the dorms could not be closed
they actually opened during the
holiday period, not to foreign
students but to the basketball team .
Mobley's first reason for the
closing of the dorms was that so few
people stayed in them dUJ ing the
holiday period. In actuality the
Murray State basketball team

stayed in Hart Hall during two days
of the vacation.' A player who had
been left behind and two other
students stayed at least part of the
holiday in Hart Hall. So, the dormitory was. in fa<-1., open.
Another point stressed was the
cutting back of water and power, but
since there were occupants in the
dorm, the savings in those areas
could not have been appreciated.
The main point covered by
Mobley concerned thefts. He said
that every year when dorms wer~
open over holidays students had
stereos, televisions and other personal property missing. By closing
the dormitories the fear of these annual thefts would be alleviated, but
this year, even with most of them
closed thefts continued. Three pieces
of furniture were taken from the
lobby of White Hall. Money was

We feel that the foreign students
reported stolen from two residents of
Franklin Hall while another should have been allowed to stay in
Franklin resident reported his the dorms if they chose. We also feel
television set stolen. A stereo and that the method of publicizing one
leather jacket were taken from other procedure and then carrying out
another not only is unfair to the
rooms in the dorm.
At the time of the previous student involved, but also could be
editorial the reasoning of the closing harmful to the department involved.
It is this type of problem which
of the dormitories seemed sound.
destroys
the credibility of departBut, the fact remains that one thing
was said and another was done. ments on campus. If certain policies
And, even in the closed dorms the of the University can not be counted
problems that were to be eliminated on why should students be expected
to respect others?
still occun·ed.

Resolution ...
Harmony in '75

...

It may seem a little early to start resolution, if fulfilled, might help
formulating New Year's resolutions ease some difficulties next year.
but since this is the last issue of the Specifically, creating some harmony
Murray State News before the and unity among the members of
this University community.
magic day, it's our only chance.
The many changes, innovations
As we look back on the last 12 and upheavals ha\'e left MSU with
months at Murray State, every day hardened attitudes. As the economy
seemed to have something new and tightens, jobs become scarce and
different enter the complexion of our everyone faces mounting pressure.
school.
Words
su c h
as Without the necessity of harmony,
reorganization, tenure, apathy and living and working together becomP-s
others were heard often, much too almost impossible.
Harmony has a nice ring to it.
often according to some.
Many problems were faced, some People striving to consider their
solved, some still test
the skill neighbor's problems and feelings
and resour c efulness of ad- before directing all their energy to
solving their own.
ministrator~, faculty and students.
Realistically, a renewed spirit of
The occurence of 1975 will only
change the date, old problems and harmony at Murray State would
with them, new victories will still oc- make it easier on everyone involved.
cupy the headlines of this weekly Imagine students realizing that
reporter as we embark on the new teachers are human and more than
happy to help when studies are on a
year.
What resolutions can we put forth downhill grade, teachers being
to make 1975 brighter than its aware that students are more than
prede.-:essor'? Murray State Univer- just students, sometimes confused,
sity will fa ce new e conomic lonely and receptive to friendship,
problems as the country fights the busy administrators really helping
dual foes of inflation and recession. students and faculty with small
In light of this, and since we really problems.
This would only be a start, but
can't do anything about it, we
would
lead to a greater unity at a
should shore up some other areas
time
when
unity is at a premium.
around the campus. One important

Murra y State Un lvenlty
Ill Wla- Hall

. . Coli. . . 8&ad08
ll•rray, lty. tltTI

n.. Murray &wu Ne... • pr_...s lltld adit.d by Eftte...t u ...,.lld·<lua ""'II ol U. pooot office in Nurre
U. Joumalwn fludoniO 10nder 1M advo..,..hop or Tbomao E. Ky ,
y,
Forth•nc Th10 olr~<oal publi<aiiQn or Murray Staw Unoverouy
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Ripper-offers are waiting,
take your stereo home!
Recent dormitory thefts should prompt both on campus and off campus
residents to take extra precautions regarding valuables during the
coming semester break.
Although dormitories will be locked and guarded, criminal ingenuity
seems to be at its peak during the holiday break. Typewriters, stereo
equipment, clothes and other objects of value should not be left behind as
students journey home.
Apartment dwellers are also warned that thieves are very much aware
that students are going to be away. Stored valuables are prime objects for
theft.
Editor's Note:
The Editors and staff of
the Murray State News encourage our readers to sub·
mit letters, ph otographs, articles and cartoon• for
possible publication.
Best read letters are brief
(under 250 words) and to the
point. P lease submit letters
typewritten and doublespaced. All letters must be
signed or they cannot be
published.
The editors reserve the
right to edit letters to conform to style bu t will make
ever.v effort to leave

.neaning and content un·
changed.
Libelous
or
distasteful letters will be
rejected.
'
Guest articles may be from
260 to 750 words and will
follow the same standards
as Letters to the Editor.
Original photographs and
cartoons will be accepted by
the News for p u blication. All
photos must be black and
white.
Cartoons should be submitted on heavy, white
paper.
Deadline for submissions
is Tuesday before the Friday
publication date.
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.---rale of two thieves--..
By DON LAMPKINS
and
DAVE SMITH
STUDENTS

Once upon a time there
was a young man named
Sherlock Shoplifter. He appeared perfectly innocent
and never seemed to want to
harm anyone. As a matter of
fact, he wanted the best for
his friends and himself.
So being the kindhearted
dude that be was, and not
being financially endowed,
he began to "pick up" articles from the business
establishments around town.
But one day he was spotted
by the store manager, and
was detained until the police
arrived; which was the
manager's right.
Well, once before the
judge, he was informed that
he could be fined $300
and/or six months in jail.
Thinking of Sherlock as a
far out guy, the judge let
him off with a small fine.
However, there came the
day that Sherlock Shoplifter
met Rita Ripoff, also an exoffender, and they began
their mischievous life

together. Little did they
know that they both were to
be caught by the authorities
again.
They later discovered that
their apprehension was due
to the circulation of mug
shots and fingerprints taken
of them from their first offense. This time the judge
informed them that their
crime was punishable by a
$500 fine and/or six months
in jail. The judge, still giving
them the benefit of the
doubt, suspended the jail
sentence and gave them a
fine of $250 each.
Time passed and Sherlock
and Rita did not learn their
lesson. Modern technology
of new shoplifting preventions was their downfall this
time. And a downfall it was,
because the judge told them
that this was their third offense and punishable by one
to five years in the penitentiary.
And, zap it to them he did.
Both Sherlock and Rita are
living happily ever after,
writing letters to each other
from their respective institutions.

WORLD
FOOD

CONFERENCE

FRANKLY SPEAKING.... by phil frank

"HOW ABOllf 'M~IC. TO 5TUPY
WHEN THE~~ NO HD~ OF
P4~S!NG
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Letters to the Editor
On tenure
Editor:
We, the students of
Murray State University,
have let Dr. Curris and the
administration down. They
have been faced with some
very difficult decisions
lately, and we have turned
our backs on them. Take the
tenure decisions, for example.
Did we let the administration know what
kind of teachers we want to
stay on here? No, we did
not! Thus, with no feedback
from us to work with, all
they could do was assume
that we wanted teachers
with no degree lower than
the PhD, teachers that have
published and teachers who
have made themselves
''visible" outside the
classroom.

have not made the administration conscious of
their discontent.
If we students are
dissatisfied, we should let
Dr. Curris, the Board of
Regents,
vice-presidents,
deans and department
chairmen know why. We
should offer them what help
we can give. We are the ones
in the classrooms receiving
the teaching. Thus we occupy a unique and valuable
vantage point.
It would be most selfish to
hoard our information and
not share it with the administration. We must be
careful not to neglect the
tremendous
responsibility
we have as students. The
universities cannot exist
without us.
Ann Surmae

Saudent Activity Council
Editor:

Lately, I have talked to 63
students who are planning
not to return here next year
because some of their most
capable teachers have been
denied tenure and cannot.
teach at Murray after this
year. It is not fair for these
students to leave if they

We would like to voice our
opinion concerning two
articles which appeared m
the Murray State News,
Dec. 6, 1974. In reference to
the article concerning the
Student Academic Council,
the statements made were
not correct.

Student Government can
only do so much work on a
project and then there must
be
some
type
of
participation
and
cooperation from the
student body. Gloria
Rom a neck
and
her
committee have worked all
semester on organizing the
academic senate for your
benefit - the students at
Murray State. We really fail
to understand why, if there
are faults within the
organization, you don't
strive to help make it better
instead of taking 1;uch a
derogatory attitude.
Also, in reference to the
article printed concerning
the concert, why look on the
negative aspect of the
subject?
We feel in the future of
Murray State News should
help promote those activities
which are in the interests of
the students.
Also, note it would be
helpful to the SGA and also
to students on campus if you
would publicize activities
before they take place
instead of criticizing them
afterwards.
Student
Government
Cathy Cole, secretary

Editor:
In reply to the editorial in
the News of Dec. 6, 197 4
concerning
Student
Academic Council, I am
writing to clearly define the
needs and the purposes for
the SAC at MSU.
Education in my opinion
is a process for both
professors and students
alike to share and
experience as a continuous
process. Adding suggestions
and innovations to the
educational system should
be established to provide
more effective means for
motivating students.
An average student
eventually becomes caught
within an educational
syndrome of rigid classroom
structures, offering no
diversion. He is bored - he
has lost the desire to learn.
Thus, professors and
students need to re-evaluate
the present structures and
reorganize accordingly.
Changes at Murray can
occur if students take the
initiative to become
involved. Initially, we can
add suggestions concerning
teacher
evaluations,
curriculum and the advisor
program. The SAC is being
organized to look into these

and any other needed areas.
The Council will operate
by providing a student
ombudsman for every major
on campus. The ombudsman
will become familiar with
instructors and their
departments in general. The
Council will be divided by
the five colleges and will
concentrate their effort.'! on
key issues affecting them.
They can offer their
suggestions to the chairmen
arid dean and negotiate for
changes.
If the suggestions are not
acted upon, the SAC can
turn to the Student Senate
of SGA fot support. Other
plans include providing
student.'l with a handbook
containing the teaching
methods of each instructor,
planning
informal
gatherings at the onset of
each academic year to give
students a chance to get to
know their instructors and
feel more relaxed with them
and advising administrators
with student opinion of
faculty members up for
tenure. The Council wiB not
need any financial support
at this stage of development.
Gloria Romaneck
SAC committee ~hairman

Pare 7
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Hardthip case• qualify

Students can still get aid
Students a t Murray State
University whose families have
been hit unexpectedly by some
kind of extreme economic hardship may still be eligible for
financia l assistance during the

spring semester.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid on the
campus, said students in
families struck by layoffs, job
1088, u pensive medical costs

not covered by insurance and
other unforeSt>en financial setbacks s h ou ld explore the
possibility of financial aid immediately.
Students currently receiving
aid may also be eligible for
some upward adjustment in
their 197 5 spring semester
awards, McDougal added, if
their families ha ve experienced
some kind of long range financia l hardship.
" While financial aid oppor t unities fo r t he apring
semester are still possible, it
m ay be near or after
registration J an. 9-11 when
notifications a re made to new
applicants who are just now
applying," McDougal said.

Own ATuneful
Parakeet
Pa ir (M a l e a nd Fe m a l e )
· $ 7. 0 0
Si n g l e $4.00
If you've never owned a parakeet,
you're in for a delightful experience!
These colorful birds will sing , perch on
your finger, play with their toys and
can even be taught to talkl Choose a
charming companion from our wide selection of mole and female para..keets.

Call 7 ~ 3- ~0 1 6 or Co m~ by 110~ Vine 'St.

HO HO HO ..... .
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
· Multi Color

BAMBOO WIND
Ph ot o by Gil Hopson
EXPRESSIONS OF AWE a nd varlou1 othe r unbellevln( look.a
came to people11' face• when they visited the recen t ah owin( of
new art faculty membe r "' cr.~atione whi ch waa on d isplay in th e
Clara M. Eagle Gallery In
tbfl Fine Artll
Bldi- Tbl•
wor k , by Vern on Town, art instructor. drew many interesting ex·
'

~
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CHIMES
SALE PRICE $2.95

1t~e sa uerg 1

North of 5 Points

;

When You Sell Your Books

at
Wallace's Bookstore

You Not Only Get More Money
For Your Books,
But Also You Get A Free Coupon
Good For 10 Per Cent OFF
Any ltenfin the Store.

*

Tobacco, Class Rings, Textbooks Not Included
/\cross from tht MSU Library

P~ar
~e;:8::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::~:::;:------- Mu~yRuu New•
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In the news"' University
TVA's price hike will cost
an extra $63,000
Tennessee Valley Authority's
announced increase in power
rates Dec. 3 will cost Murray
State University $63,000 in additional electricity expenditures
from now until June 30, projected Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice-president
for
administration and finance, in a
study made to determine the
rise's effect. on the University.
"This money will have to
come out of the University's
limited funds unless additional
revenue to cover the rate inflation can be made available
by the state;• said Orrin
Bickel, MSU physical plant
director.
The increa~~e, effective with
January power bills, was
deemed necessary to meet
financial requirements for the
current fisca l year ending June
30 by the TVA hoard's quarterly review of power system
financ:es.
Rising costs for labor,
depreciation, interest payments
and other power system expenses aside from fuel were
cited by TVA as reasons for the
rate jump.
Home consumers can expect
about a 12 per cent rise in
power bills, while some industries will be affected by as
much as 25 per cent. The
University's bill increase will
lie around 17 per cent, said
Bickel.
Future increases or decreases
in purchase power or fuel costs
will be relayed. accordingly, to
consumers since the appr oval
of a provision by the TV A
board for monthly power
ch arges to reflect any
operational cost changes.
In an effort to comply with
TV A's asked 30 per cent power
usage reduction for the current
energy crisili, Murray's Mayor
John Ed Scott appointed
Bickel, and seven other persons
from a community cross !lection, to a city energy conservation committee Dec. 5.
The committee's purpose,
Bickel explained, "is to study
proposals to meet. the required

Student employees notice!
AU student employees that have been approved for employment in the spring semester of 1975 must register as fulltime studenta to be eligible for employment said J>hnny
McDougal, director of financial aid.
Federal wage and hour regulations require all approved
student employee!! be enrolled on a full-time basis. Undergraduates will have to register for at least 12 academic
credit hours and graduates will have to register for at least 9
academic credit hours.
H for any reason the student drops below the number of
hours listed above, work assignments under the University
student employment program and the federal work-study
program will have to be terminated.

Dorms set to close Dec. 19
Dormitorie11 at Murray State University will close at noon,
Dec. 19 for the fall semester and reopen at 9 a.m.Jan. 8, .said
Robert Mobley, director of MSU housing.
The noon meal Dec. 18 will be the last serve·d by Winslow
Cafeteria until breakfast Jan. 13, the first day of spring
semester cla!lses. Snack bars, however, will reopen Jan. 8, said
Joe Dver, food services director.
Offi~es in the Administration Bldg. will keep regular hours, 8
a.m. to ·i:30 p.m., on Dec. 19, 20, 26, 27, 30 and regularly from
Jan. 2. Although all offices may not keep a full staff over the
holidays, a spokesman for the"registrar's office reported that all
would be open.
Special hours posted for the library are from 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
tomorrow, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Wednesday and 8 a.m.-4:30p.m. Dec.
19, 20, 26, 27, 30, Jan. 2, :3, 6- 10.
The library will be closed Dec. 21 -25, 28, 29, 31, Jan. 1, 4, 5,
11 and 12. Regular hours will return beginning Jan. 13.

Tenure rep seeks student aid
The Ad Hoc Tenure Review Policy Committee is presently
d isCU!!sing the standing tenure policy and the possibility of any
improvements or changes. Harold Doran, Murray, student
representative to this committee, is requesting student input to
aid him in his participation with the group.
Copies of the minutes of each meeting are available at the
Student Government Office. Students ar e urged to submit all
ideas, Auggestions or opinions to Doran by calling the Student
Government Offi<:e at 762-6951 or leaving wr itten material
there.

'74 Grad Magazine amilable
All December graduates are urged to report to the Alumni
Affairs Office, fourth floor, Administration Bldg. to receive
their 1974 Graduate Magazine, according to the Murray State
University Alumni Association.
It contains important information for their future, and articles on futurism, graduate school and a career index. The
magazine also offers information for participation in the
Alumni Association program at Murray.

reduction and to come up with
a recommendatior. for the best
possible solution with the least
interference to the commuuity."
Suggestions offered at the
meeti ng
included
first
proposals to reduce hours when
stores a nd services might be
open or to close down these
operations on Sundays.
An earlier proposal by TVA
ind icated the power 11hortage
might require rotating interruptions, complete shut-off11
of electricity. "This option

would
present
many
problems," said Bickel, "and
appears to be the last course of
action to be considered." ·
Total power U!le reduction in
Murray from November, 1973,
to November, 1974, was 20 per
cent. The University, Bickel observed, reduced its con·
sumption during that time by
26 per cent.
"Whether t he future will
bring relief or further power
reductions," he continued,
"will probably depend upon
TVA's ability to get coal,"

Merry

Christmas

and a
· Happy New Year
From

Dunn T.V.
and Appliance
"Where your business
is appreciated·"
753-3037
STUDENT

drHI

Quasar.

F ~'\CUL TY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Prices Good
2 pc.

Suits

University Inn

Plain

"The Place To Eat"

Dresses

309 N. 16th St.

The Plate Lunch
Meat and three
vegetables

t<''""")

~
$1.57

..

~~

Two O'clock
Special
Hamburger
$1.38
Steak
Shrimp

$1.38

King Burger
and
$1.09
Fren~h Fries .

..

~~~~~~~·······

~·~~~·

Skirts
Trousers
Sweaters

SHIRTS

25t

Cent ral Shopping Center
Store Hcurs:
7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Open 24 Hours Except Sunday

~~--------------~~~-- ~-------------------------------------------------------------------------=---~~~
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WANTED
WANTED 'I'<> llUY: Any BeaUo ttt•m a ueh ••
c~

EP'o, hCOrdo, mawa••-· otc. C.lt 763-~H!>
WA!I7l'ED TO RUY Good ..-1 ur. Around

$100. Call 7&:1-6602 Of 763·3570.
WA!I7l'EO: Fornal• '" ahare ••pon- tprin'
oenntor Bed and d r - furnw..d m two
bodtoom trotler CaU O.bbio a t 7$.1-7 195.
Trotltr loot 10() 112 S. 12th St., approJJm&'-"IY 'I
blo< ko frc>m 'omputO

FOR SALE
FOR SALt:· 2ti inth buyo btcy<lo. &10 Call
763-11470.
LlOCORDER 7:100 n oel to tHI tope deck for
oal•. Sa moll!bo ~ld. Muot Mil C.II763-27•G.
MA'fRRio\1, novtr reloaood frvm tlw BeerJ..
era of 1\!63-1970. Call 76J-2H6,
TWO IIEDRO<lM Trailer for oale. 1971
Holly Park 12 a 60 tratlar, Moduuranun
d...-nr, undervlnned, c:.ntral aor Call 767-2562.

I St:PPtlSE I ohnultl aay, ''IJo"«f&tulauon.
11nd belt w1 ..he!l f•>r .rt h•r•vy t.fe topLMr ." liut
you' ll bovo '" forcin me If I don' t
Whatamiconruodo.
DAU(.)HTKI! CINDY. lfup<o Sarora'o JO•od to
\OU and branp \·ou lot• u( n.-es •nd ptolrt.
JEANNE !Ur.' oto you! Do!n1 a pat job as
Z4'tll Chi'a ow..,tbeart. Merry Xmao and •
llapJt)' N•w Year. Klll'l lo•·•, Ann•
DINK : I lin~• you cuuld du i t.
Con&ratulatiofta. I'm reaUy proud ol yoo . IAI'a
fin;..h fine oa Marrlt ADI'o lo•·e, Mama
Coma to.

PERSONALS

ROSES FOR A ROSE. Mra. Treva Mathia is
named Mra. Murray State during half· tlme activities of the Racer basketball rame Dec. 4.
S h e receivea congratulation& f r om her

Photo by Wil~ton Woolley
predece11or, Mr s. Sheila Shaw, ae her huaband,
Or. Gil bert Mathia. a n econ omics p r ofeuor at
Murray State, looka on.

N amed Mrs. MSU by Dames Club

Treva Mathis
Mrs. Treva Mathis, a
graduate student in the department. of home economics, was
crowned Mrs. Murray State
Dec. 4 during the half time activities at the Racers • first home
basketball game of the seuon.
"Surprised, excited, elated,"
these were just a few of the adjectives she used to describe her
feelings upon winning the contest.
"Winning the contest has
provided a big lift for me' • says
Mathis.
"What is even more exciting
is the oppurtunities it has given
me to make new friends on

:l.E'l'A CHI. Meny Chrtouuat and Hoppy
N.,.. Y... r. S..Uon, come back t o - uo 100"Je•nn•
t'AST A: ontl,.,.h, tl'o time. Will .Your umquo
brand of humor bo approdatod in D C! W o wtll
miM youl i}<:ruplee.
D ll lt' o bet-n a sroat """""'ter! "rBANKS! I
love yo JAR
B£ 'A IIETA pledJ•· Study lwrd .u d 1111ko
u.- and•. Goold luck on linalo. ASA love.
t1 HASTINC:~ : Thanko for your 1tr1 of fnon•
dahip. Morry Chriounul l'rtoodo, Subte.
GAIL: Have a Mony llluiRmaa and a lwppy
buthday and a ITUI New Ynr! Love, Jom
STAFF: Have a v.,.y, mercy Chrtolmosl K..,p
in touch nal - •· Put
DEAR <+ II: S... vou lo ClariiBville. 81.,.
Slurt.
•
NO 3: Keop me informed, I' II m* you,
Girle,.,

A sleighful o f

•

IS

campus. Everything has gone
we)) this week, it seems like
Christmas a lready," she added.
Mrs. Murray State was
chosen from a group of twentyone contestants. The judging
was held over a two week
period during which all contestants were interviewed and
judged on poise, personality,
and appearance.
Three finalist were chosen
from the field . They were
Mathis, Jerri Dunn and Teresia
Bledsoe.
'rhe ccmtest was sponsored by
the
Dames
Club,
the
o rganiution for married

crowned queen

women students or wives of
students on campus.
Mathis has been working
closely with the Dames club in
their various activities and she
hopes that by winning the contest she will be in a position to
make a contribution with
respect to married students on
campus.
Among the prizes received by
Mathis were a $25 savings
bond, a silver revere bowl with
her name engraved on it, gift
certificates, jewelry and perfume.

on the early works of Kurt
Vonnegut.
According to Valentine, there
is still a great deal of room in
the spring schedule for more
student directors. "We have
had a very satisfactory experience with student direction
this semester. It has been
remarkably illustrative to me,
and will have an effect on our
production techniques and
policies for the spring," sa,id
Valentine.
Reader's Theatre, which per·
formB many of its functions in
cooperation with Pi Phi Delta
National Honorary Oral Interpretation fraternity, is also
looking for a publicity director.

One major change for the
coming semestt'r will be a
Jan . 20 deadline
for the
submission of script!! from
potential ~tudent. directors,
"We found that we were often
too close to the production date
before the script was really
ready. If we have all the
literature by this date, there
will be ample t ime to do a good
job of adaptation, publicity,
and staging," Valentine added.
The aim is t.o find at least one
interested student to work with
on-campus and communitywide media to insure that
everyone
knows
about
scheduled performances. This

New effic iency. apt.
for college g1rl,
1 furnished
1I
& carpeted .

I
Ph one
I 753-5865 days

I

753-5103 after 6

1

1
1

1
I

II
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
COME IN AND CHECK
OUR IN STOCK
CHRISTMAS ITEMS.

-

Durbin Agency
1203 Chestnut
r-------------------~

Make your Christmas
the Merriest ever
with accessories by

(Con tinu ed on page 15)

Hair Barre ttes

~'\;;:)

~---;:~;;::--l

I

~~e ~petial

Mathis was sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority.

Mark Twain program planned
for spring Readers Theatre
Plans are now being made
for the spring semester
schedule of Reader's Theatre
programs. Thr£•e events are
already being prepared for
casting in late .January and
early February, and Robert
Valentine, director of Reader's
Theatre, expecU; ~orne ad.
ditional manuscripts from
student directors.
Valentine, who arrived on
campus in August, will make
his directing debut in a
program based on the works of
Mark Twain, tentatively
scheduled for mid-ApriL He
will also be the coordinating
director for a presentation entitled "Cross-Examination", a
study of some pr ose and
dramatic literature which deals
with the effects of intensive
question ing on the human
spirit. Richard Basso, a
grad uate student in speech,
from Sesser, Ill. will be one of
the unit directors. Two other
student cfirectors are being
sought for the "CrossExamination" program.
Bill Wor rell, senior speech
major, from Terpsichore, Miss.
will direct a presentation based

best wishes f rom

~'the

May this be the year you've been waiting
fo r . •. full of fun and fellowship, peace,
prosperity, love, laughter, contentment!

Slioe

Monique Fabrics
Cent ra l Shopping Center

D

Southside Manor

tree

---------------------753-8339
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Tips for. a traditional holiday season

Give from .the heart, not the pocketbook
By PEGGY VISHER
Gueat Writer

a
complete
Although
Scrooge-like attitude certainly
is not a dvocated, it appears
that the time has come to draw
back from the excessive commercialism which hides behind
the name of Christmas.
Next time you weave your
way down a street jammed with
package-laden shoppers, ·take a
minute to listen to the sounds
that fill the air. If you listen
carefully enough to the song
blaring forth from a nearby
store. you may hear, "'Tis the
season to make money, fa Ia la
Ia la. .. "

With the advent of the
Christmas season comes the
merry sound of jingling, heard
far and near. But it's not
always the jingling of bells, as
people may be prone to think.
Granted, the Salvation Army
bells make quite a racket, but
today the loudest jingling is
caused by the thousands upon
thousands of cash registers
nationwide clanging open and
shut as the holiday season
progresses.
Has Christmas always been
like this? Has money and
money-making always been the
major concern? Certainly not.
But somehow over the years
the quiet, homey Christmas
with gifts handmade with care
has been replaced by the hustle
and bustle of crowded department stores and the struggle to
find a suitable gift for "the man
who has everything."
~

~~~-~

_Much mdeed has changed
the years, a~d changes
ahrv~ come ?ot onbly m thde wa~
1stmas JB ce1e rate but m
the length of the holiday season
itself
·

~Ith

C

The time when the days of
Christmas were only 12 has
long since passed. Now the
holiday period has been stretched to nearly a full month and
a half.
Stores and businesses begin
proclaiming the holiday as
early as the third week in
November and advertising
begins in earnest the moment
Thanksgiving has passed .
Nearly 30 days lie between that
holiday and Christmas; and if
one extends the time of merrymaking until New Year's Day,
the season of festivities is quite
long indeed.
This excessive length of time
over which the holidavs are
spread
crea tea
v ~r ious
problems. Sure, the stores have
more time to make more
money, but many people have
increasing difficulties in
making ends meet as Christmas
expenses soar.

With decorations lighted so
long, electric bills go up. Trees
wilt in grocery store lots for
weeks before they are bought,
and numerous other. complications set in. Many people
begin to grow tired of Christmas before the day itself finally
arri.ves: Some are just plainly
begmmng to grow tired of
Christmas, or at least the extreme commercialization with
which a person is able to
celebrate the holiday, but
money seems to be by far the
most important. It need not be
so, however.

. With inflation ever on the mean so much more than a
To paraphrue an old sa ·
r1se and with the increasing hurriedly-picked, store-bought it's not the coet that coun~:t
problem of an energy shortage, one.
the thought.
'
people may be forced to turn to
Afte
11 Chris
a more
a , the htmaa
should
b . simple means o f r
come f rom
eart not
the
~1e rat1o~, devoid of gaudy
pocketbook.
gilt and ghtter and the wasteful
. .- - - - - - - - - - •
practices now termed as
~
"tradition.''
By making presents yourself,
A few tipe for having a
you
can not only cut expenses
quieter, more sensible and
considerably, but you can also
more economical Christmas are
gain a special satisfaction from
as follows:
doing something yourself and
•Cut down on unnecessary
giving it your own personal
lighting whenever possible.
touch.
Out-door lights are only a
There a re a great many items
display of extravagance and inwhich are not at all difficult to
door decorations need not be
make and are usually more
electrical. The old-fashioned
practical gifts than something
strings of popcorn and bandthat
might catch your eye in a
made ornaments of various
store window. For ideas, if you
types,
whether
carved
haven't any of your own, simcrocheted or baked, still make ~
ply pick up the December issue
pretty trim for a tree.
of almost any magazine and
May the world
you are on your way.
find true peacel
It is very important to
remember, however, that each
gift, whether made or bought,
must be given in a spirit of
love. Instead of emphasizing
gift-giving in large quantities
JUst make BUre that eadi gift
that is given is an expression of
love.
0

*Avoid excessive use of fancv
wrapping paper and bows
unless you plan to save them
for re-use another year. Just
think of the untold tons of
paper which are thrown away
in crumpled heaps each year at
Christmas time. Since some
wrapping paper is bound to be
"needed, however, try making
your own by designing print
patterns on plain shelf-paper.
With paint and a few simple
items such as vegetable halves,
length of string and different
width rollers; the possibilities
are endless.
*Instead of shopping for all
sorts of costly trinkets, bring
the "fun" back into Christmas
by making magy of your gifts
yourself. After all, ex~nsive
presents wrapped in ornate
packages
aren't
really
necessary to make Christmas
enjoyable.
A recent trend has been
toward activities such as gardening, baking and sewing to
fill leisure hours. Why not ex·
tend this one into the Christmas season? A hand-made gift,
created with loving care, can

i
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ALPHA DELTA PI
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
elected and installed officers
for the coming year. They are:
Pam Dyke, New Madrid, Mo.,
president; Meg Hunter, New
Orleans, first vice-president;
Jane Anderson, Hoffman, Ill.,
second vice-president; Amy
Clark,
Paris,
recording
secretary; Kathy Oliver, Union
City, corresponding secretary;
Karen Jones, Belleville, Ill.,
treasurer; . Cindy
Hart,
Harrisburg, ill., guard; Susan
Nowak, South Holland, Ill.,
chaplain; Georgia Hillerman,
Chester, Ill., registrar; Sandy
Summers, Louisville, reporter
historian. ,
The chapter held its annual
Christmas party Monday night
in the sorority room. The
pledge class entertained their
active sisters with original
songs.

SIGMA CHI
The Epsilon Tau chapter of
Sigma Chi recently initiated 11
members of the Alpha Eta
pledge class into the fraternity.
The new brothers are: Danny
Chadwick, Johnny Hewitt,
George Landolt and Del Puree!,
all of Murray; Mike Guthrie,
Heath; Gabe Hobbs, Lone Oak;
Ed Lanney, Streamwood, 111.;
Randy Lewis, Cadiz; Craig
Mangold, Rodchester, Mich.;
Dave Nichols, Benton and
Walter Wood, Owensboro.

ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA
The Beta Beta pledge class
of Alpha Sigma Alpha ~ur
prL<~ed the actives with a dinner
Friday afternoon in the sorority
room.
'"'
The Alpha Sigs went Christmas caroling Monday night. Afterwards, thev held their annual Chri!ltm.as party in the
sorority room.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The brothers of Sigma Phi
installed 18 members
of the .Pi pledge class intn the
chapter. They are: Buz Bauer
and Ken Ringold, Columbu~;,
Ohio; Scott Beecham and
Johnny Story, Calvert City;
Tom Endicott, Carmi, Ill.; Tom
Howard, Cecilia; Ed Miller,
Riverside, N.J.; Vic Olazabal,
Murray; Casey Robb, Princeton, Ind.; David Stetson,
Springfield; Mike Thorpe,
Maumee, Ohio; Steve Warren,
Alexandria, Va.; Jim Rogers,
Henderson and Ed Wood, Benton.
Seven little sisters were installed into the Golden Hearts.
They are: Sherry Riggs and
Christy Greaneaa, Louisville;
Lynn Van Meter, Benton;
Karen Y opp, Paducah; Janet
Mitchell, Evansville, Ind.; Lucy
Ep:,~ilon

your

Greenwell, Shelbyville and
Susie Damm, Glascow.
Newly elected offtcers for
next year are: William
Sheridan Talbott, Bardstown,
president; Alan Dietsck,
Calvert City, vice-president;
Steve Darnell, Cadiz, con·
troller; Ed Miller, Riverside,
N.J., corresponding secretary;
Scott Beecham, Pekin, Ill.,
recorder and L. David Teitloff,
Murray, pledge educator.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Dec. 5, Leo Keesler, a
representative from the L and
N Railroad spoke to the
professional meeting o( Alpha
Kappa Psi.
Tom Adams, Owensboro, was
installed as an active member
recently.
Officers for the coming
semester are: John Wise,
Murray, president; Gary Duncan, Independence, vicepresident; Stuart Locke, Mt.
Carmel, Ill., secretary; Steve
Alderdice, Paducah, treasurer
and Jerry Patterson, Murray,
master of the rituals.
The Christmas banquet was
held Friday evening. Dr.
William B. Seale, chairman of
the department of marketing,
was recognized for his contribution to the fraternity as
adviser. Duncan and Bill Lockwood, Terry Darling and Sissy
Cox, all of Murray, were
recognized
for
their
achievements in AKPsi and little sisters, respectively.
There will be a Christmas
party Saturday night for all actives and guests.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thursday night the Zeta
Lambda chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega elected officers for 197 5.
They are: Terry Dunn, Murray,
worthy master; Roger Watson,
Louisville, worthy chaplin;
Steve Powless, Evansville, Ind.,
worthy keeper of the excherker;
Hob Prince, Benton, worthy
keeper of the annals; Pat
GosRum, Jo'ulton, worthy scribe;
Jim Yei..-.er, Owensboro, worthy
usher; Rick Johnson, New Harmony, lnd., worthy sentinel~
Bob Hughes, Louisville, public
relations officer and Rick
Wilson, Greenville, social service coordinator.
Sunday night the little sisters
of the Maltese Cross elected officers of the spring semester.
They are: Vicki Sharber,

.1n form a t•10nJ"

Mayfield, president; Phyllis
Flatt, Benton, vice-president;
Jeannie Baker, Greenville,
secretary; Janice Jarboe,
Louisville, treasurer; DianeDrake, Louisville and Susan
Ramp, Carbondale, reporters.
The active chapter adviser for
the little sisters will be David
Graham , Murray and the coadviser will be Don Eckert,
Columbus, Ohio.
Saturday night the brothers
will hold the pledge-active
dance for the members of the
Alpha Eta pledge class at the
Paris Armory beginning at 8 o'
clock.

SIGMA NU
The brothers of Sigma Nu
recently had a Christmas party
at the lodge. Entertainment
was provided by the little
sisters of the White Rose.

DELTA SIGMA PHI
The little sisters of Delta
Sigma Phi installed Sherry
Pair, Union City, Tenn., and
Janise Johns, Slapout, Ala., of
the Gamma pledge class as active little sisters. The little
sisters will hold a banquet to
honor the new active brothers
of the Mu pledge class Saturday at 6:30 p.m. in Ordway
Hall.

recentlv injtiated into the active chapter as junior actives:
Bobby Boggess, Hardin;
Bourne; Mark Cope, Bardwell;
Tom Jones, Eddyville; McCormick: Darrell Shemwell,
Gracey; Stewart; Trimm and
Willett.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon elected officers for the
coming year. They are: Ted
King, Benton, Prytonis; Steve
Hobbs, Mayfield, Eprytonis;
Steve
Melton,
Benton,
Crysophylos; Bob Summers,
Cave-in-Rock, Ill., Grammateus; Felix Baker, Poplar
Bluff, Mo., Histor; Mike Burchett, Murray, Hypophotes;
Doug Glazebrook, Evansville,
Ill., Pylortes and Fred Chum·
bier, Hegemon.

EPSILON P I TAU
Epsilon Pi Tau held ita fall
initiation Nov. 16. The new

. . . . .ou
210E.lWn .
. . . . 75U419

The alumnae chapter of
Alpha Gamma' Delta will have
a potluck luncheon at noon
Saturday in the home of Mrs.
Blanche Titsworth at 1316
Olive in Murray. A program
will be held on the alumnae'r;
role in the fraternity. Undergraduate advisers for next
semester will be selected. Members are asked to RSVP to Mrs.
Titsworth tomorrow.

For Rent and Sate
your
about
ask
warranty,
most have a one year,
ou rs have a 5 yr.
warranty
on the com pressor

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

We accept BankAmericard and
Mastercharge on parts and mechanical
repair on all GM cars. Call for appointments with our service department.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

(Santa Comes Early)

WI§IIIIU IUV
til lllil

32 oz. Sirloin Steak
F~r .2

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
on insurance
for your car

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Refrigerators

ALPHA GAMMA RHO

The brothers of Alpha
Gamma Rho recently elected
new officers. They are: Dana
0' Nan, Sturgis, noble ruler;
Mike Henshaw, Morganfield,
vice-noble ruler; Mike Waits,
Cadiz, alumni secretary: Joe
Dan Luck, Oht01z, secretary;
William
Lynt'h,
Lowes,
treasurer; Steve Hobbs, Hardinsburg, houRe manager;
Jim Shelton, Hopkinsville,
pledge trainer; Randy Atherton, Livermore, usher; Jerry
Trimm, Kuttawa, chaplain;
Steve Stewart, Cadiz and Terry
McKinney, Kuttawa, social
chairmen; Wesley Parker,
Hopkinsville and Joe Mt:Cormick, Princeton, rush chairmen; David Shemwell, Gracey,
lFC representative; John Dale
Brookshire, Trenton and
Robert Davis, Symsonia, commissary buyers;
Kenneth Myers, Owensboro,
historian: Eddie Willett,
Uniontown and Steve Bourne,
Evansville, Ind., sports chairmen; David Beck, Eddyville,
Rhomate coordinator and
Mark. Stahl, T renton, reporter.
The following men were

members are: William Adams
and John McNeily, Murray;
Kenny Creekmeer and William
Fork. Princeton: John Cundiff,
Redbud, Ill.; Jeffery Dunman,
William Ferguson, and Gary
McDonald, Louisville; Edward
Jackson, Harrisburg, Ill.; Dr.
Wendell Jordan, Biloxi, Miss.;
Robert Puttoff, Henderson;
Peter
Stathopoulos,
Springfield, Ill. and Philip
Vanderveer, Madisonville.
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the a1r

Thie naeon of rivinc ie
ble11ed with the epirlt of
brotherhood and the joye that
happlne11 brlnf•·
To you and youre, wherever
you may epend partl of your
Chrletmae; outeldt~ a ll&hted
store window, In front of a
fireplace, around the family
tree, or under the mJetletoe,
have a eafe and a very merry
Chrietmae.

,.
Photos by
Dwight Borum

and
Sam Smith
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The

Bank of Murray
Wants everyone to Have a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. Drive Safely Over

the Holiday and. return
to Mumax
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and Happy New Year

Bank of Murray
.

Downtown Branch

Downt own

Univer sity Br a n ch
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Do you have your Christmas goat?
By DE BORAH WEST
Gueet Writer

Christmas time, to most folks
in the United States, is a time

One factor that definitely in·
fl uences the celebration is the
average income of the Niger ian.
In Niaeria, $300-400 a year is
an average income in comparison to $6,000· 7,000 in the
United States. "If one family
cannot afford to buy enough
food for the family celebration,
two or more families will buy
the food together." Emodie explained.
" Moet of the fa milies in
Nigeria are very large. I come
from a family of 14. During
Christmas, moet familiei buy a
goat. If one family cannot af.
ford to buy the goa t, several
will go in together and buy
one.''

to celebrate with family and
friends. It ' s a time to take a
break a nd relax.
When talking to Emodi
Amagwula, a 23-year-old
sophomore from Nigeria, it was
discovered that Chirstmas in
Nigeria is not celebrated that
much differently than in the
United States.
"Chr istmas is one of the
oldest church traditions in
Nigeria. It is a time that brings
the country together--a time
wheri people come together any
way they can and bring gifta to
their beloved ones. It is as imOn Christmas day, the family
portant in one part of my coun- usually goes on a picnic a
try as in another. It is also a Lagos Lagoon, a resort spot
time to thank God for the near Laaos, the capitol of
blessings He has given Nigeria. This area is one of
throughout the year."
Nigeria' s most famous at·
People i n Nigeria have tractions, with the rolling sand
Chr istmas trees decorated like dunes and palm trees
the American ones, with "glit- separating a ~mall river from
ter, tinsel, and shiny balls." the At lantic Ocean.
Most of the homes are
The people ride horses or
decorated too. If the family
cannot afford to buy t he walk for tranaportation because
decorations, many of them are the roads are so congested.
" People can easily walk 25
made.

..

miles and not feel it because
they are used to it," he said.
"The religious aspect of
Christmas ill more emphasized
in my country,"
Emodi
related, "Everyone goes to
church at midnight of the 2·Uh.
T hen o n Christmas day,
everyone goes to Maaa again.''
In bia family, the gifts are
usually opened after they at-

us is the more concerning buying the gift."
drinking and smoking. I n
The Moslems live primarily
Nigeria, it is disrespectful to in the north but moet of the endrink or smoke in front of your tire Nigerian population is
parents, regardless of your age. located in the northern part of
It ill also expected to bring a the country.
When I asked Emodie how
gift whenever you are invited to
a party during the holiday he liked the snow in America,
he said that he didn't like the
season.
The Moslems make up more idea too much! He does like to
than 50 percent of the see the icicles though.

Emod i has been in the
tend 7 p.m. Mass. If Maaa is at- population in Nigeria. Their
tended later in the day, the Christmas is called Id El Kab- United States for the past two
gifts are opened aa soon as the bar and is as important to years. He will remain here until
family awakens. In either case, them as Christmas is to he finishes his study in phar·
the gifts are never opened Christiana. Their eelebration ia macy.
He feels t hat the holiday
before Christmas day.
held J an. 5 but they will par If the family does not go pic- t icipate in the Chr istian season in America ·is too short.
"In Nigeria, sc;hool is out
nicing, several families and celebration if they are invited
friend& will gather in one home by some of their Christian around Dec. 4. Most students
then work in department stores
to celebrat e. The children friends.
"They have no tree -but ex- that pay tremendously until the
organize themselves and play
while the women prepare the change gifts in their own way," 20th. They use this money to
food. There is one custom in Emodi explained. "Christiana return to school," said
Niger ia that is not found in the send them cards but if they give Amagwula concluding, " But
them gifta, it is proper to ask from Dec. 20th till Jan. 7 t hey
u.s.
"In addition to going them what they want before do nothing but celebrate."
caroling on Christmas Eve, the
children go door to door and
dance for money on Christmas
day. The adults look forward to
this very much."
Santa Claus appears in all
......... a ... tlpe to . . when ~ring a
the department stores and
civilian job with an Air Force enltnnent.
shopping centers in the same
You should receive at least $340.00 starting
salary. Thla sum reflects take home pay after
coetume he wears in America.
medical' Insurance Ia taken out Also request
However, in Nigeria, instead of
regular promotions with pay raises for length
just having your picutre made
of employment.
with Santa, you could parR:t:-- ao clap p~~ld VIIC8tlon ,... ,.., ...,..
ticipate in the games he leads
lng
your ftnl ,.ar. You ahould hne low
rille or frH world travel ~a anytime on
and take home a prize if you
V8C8tlon.
win.
You must be able to continue your education
The celebration of Christmas
with the company paying 75 per cent of the
continues into the celebration
cost of reaming. If you are selected for college,
your tuition should be paid and your normal
of the New Year. It is one consalary continued.
tinuous festivity instead of two
Aak for $300 worth of clothing and a monthly
separate ones as it is here.
malntena~ anow.~. plua ratione and houeThere is much drinking and
lng allowance.
many parties du r ing the
Make sure the company has a swimming
pool, tennis courts. golf course, library and
holiday !'Ieason. The palm-.wine
movie theater lor your use.
tapper is the equivalent of the
Your employer lhould al80 provide unlimited
liquor distributor in the U.S.
alck tuve with p11y, and don't forget. free dental
Palm-wine iR obtained by cut·
care for you and free meda l care lot you and
your family.
ting up the middle of a palm
The company should provide grocery, depart·
leaf and collecting the juke in a
ment, laundry, variety and other stores which
gourd, The palm-wine, which is
reduce your expenses up to 30 per cent.
high in alcohol content, is sold
Make sure the retirement claUM atataa that
by the pint, for Hl'cents, or by
you may retire after 20 yean at helf pay.
SSgr. Robert L. Kleeman
the gallon, for 50rents.
USAF RECRUITING OFFICE
"The palm-wine tapper sells
Century Bldg •• 1700 Broa dway St.
quite a bit around the holiday
Paducah. KY 42001
season!" Emodi exclaimed.
Ph: 5021442-2426
Another custom unknown to

MEE

Emodi Amagwula

Let The Bunny

Do Your Holiday
._ .

Don't go home to that
boyfriend, father, or
brother.
empty
handed.
Leave
Murray State with a
1ood feelin1 by
ehoppiDI
my
headquarter•
at
CORN
AUSTIN--!
The Friendlieet Folk•

Baking

Around!

CORN-AUSTIN
Court Square
So. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
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Local florists jingle bells
about inexpensive gifts
" Deck the halls with boughs
of holly" for $3.50 a pound. Or
why not a poinsettia, for $3.00?
Local florists have a variety
of original, inexpensive gift
ideas for those special people
on your Christmas lisL
A popular item this season
a nd a ll year r ound is the
terrarium. Dep'e nding u pon
your budget, you can purchase
a terrarium for $3.50 up to
about $30.
The Poppy Shoppe sugge!lts
fresh fl ower arrangements, or
centerpieces for those for whom
it is hard to buy. For adding
that seasonal touch to your
room or home, the\' also have
wreathes and gariands, $6.

$12, and door swags
$12.
'

$7 50
. .

Shirley Florist recommends a
Santa Claus pla nter , a ppr oximately $2.50, that's sure
not to put a big dent in your
pocketbook during this shopping season.
As •
stocking-stuffers,
Juanita's Flowers offers an
assortment of scented candles.
For those on your list with a
"green thumb," they also have
simple green plants, for under

someone to present with a corsage or a Christmas bouquet.
Florists recommend "thi!l
Christmas wh y not give
flowers--the greatest symbol of
love."

$1.

All local florists have a large
stock of pointsett1as that
mothers traditionally love. And
there is a lways_ that special

~~~~~

M.S.U. Student Activities Board
Movie Comm. Presents:
FLORENCE HARWELL has been eho1en the sweetheart of
Omf'J& Phi Psi fraternity. She ia a aenior nursina major from

Louisville.

Auction is successful;
MASS receives $1,140
The Murray State studentfaculty art auction was termed,
" a succes.q" by Dave Rib~tr,
auction coordinator. Ribar
reported that the auction
received a gross profit of
$1,140.

MASS, the Murray Art
Student Society, sponsored the
auction and will use the
proceeds towa: d the cost. of the
student show and allotments

Mark Twain-(Continued from page 9)

would allow one person to
become experienced in public
relations and would help insure
the best possible usto of time
and money spent for publicity.
This semes ter Reader's
Theatre has presented three
major programs: A " Halloween
Horror Holiday" of prose,
poetry and folk tales; and
adaptation of Goldman's "The
Lion in Winter," directed by
Chuck. Fleck; and Edgar Lee
Masters' "Spoon River Anthology," directed by Gary Mit~
chell. Two of the three were
presented without admission
charge in o r der to make
Readers
Theat r e
more
available to the public and,
especially, to students.

.will be made toward a scholarship fu nd.
The auction consisted of over
180 pieces from both students
and faculty. Over half of the
pieces in the show were sold
and one piece, a weaving, sold
for a record price of $300, according to Ribar.
Of the $1 , 140 that was
received, 40 per cent of the
proceeds went to MASS and
the remainder to the individual
artists.
Ribar wishes to thank
everyone who attended the auction. He also said the attendance was not as large as
they had anticipated, but
several other activities were
being held the same time.
MASS plans to hold another
auction next year and is presently debating whether to hold
another auction in the spring.

"Sing Sing Tha_n ksgiving"
Joan Baez · B.B. King
Voices of S.S. Prison

''Right On''
Starring Last Poets
January 11, 1975
University School Auditorium

7:00p.m.
Free with M.S.U. I.D.

APARTMENTS AND
MOBILE HOMES
FOR RENT
co~f1lete~

furni§heo:

air conditioned
one, two & three bedrooms·
complete park facilities
. carpeted
& paneled
.,..,.,.,.
heated pool
city water, sewage
golf putting green.'·t · t
free garbage colle~io.n
croquet & horse. shoe courts
free tv cable
_ '~.:
}
laundry facilities
Mob~~·tH.Qme ·~o~s~ .~l~o ;foi·.J!ent .
. . ..
future reservattons~·now ~
1
.' 2~ay car wash .
...
being taken
.
~ &.wd4
ptcruc area (gas grtlls)
U, S.
641
• Mwray, ltatlcky 42071
.. cliildren·'s playground
Ttl.,•••• (S02} 753-3210
~• •

A

~

~

0 come let us ·
adore Him ...
.•
May every blessing
be yours, we pray.

Kint's De_
.n
Murray, Ky.

~

Hlt~••Y

111ft~
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R honda Fleming keeps singing
pretty melodies--all her own
By HOWARD KRONE
Gu est Write-r

Photo by Howa r d Krone

Rhonda Fle ming

Century Club launches
membership, fund drive
Designed to ''secure funds,
friends and freshmen in 197,')"
the annual Century Club memberc;hip and fund rai.'~ing drive
was recently kicked off by
M u rray State University'R
Alumni Association.
Active since 1941, the Century Club i.e; an organizatjon o'
supporter!~ which annuall.v
donate~ money for scholarships
to outstanding high school
seniors wishing
to attend
MSU.
Each year by contrihuting
$100 to the Century Club fund
"many Murray graduates and
~upporter!i
JOin
the
organization ," said Mant·il

Vin&on, director of Alumni Af·
fairs.
He also said this year he expet:ts the number will increase
again, due to a growing interest
in Murray State.
The scholarships of $500 go
to outstanding high sch ool
seniors for one semester. The
student.s are chosen by their
high school counselors and applications previously filed with
MSU.
The 1976 drive will 1M>
!ed
by
Harry Sparks, MSU
president emeritus, state chairman, and in Calloway County
by Guy Billington, <'hairman.

On Dec. 2-4, The Cavendish
Coffeehouse featured the ~;weet.
ness of Rhonda Fleming from
Beav-0-Rama, Ark. and some
local talent. A group from
Murray called Brewer, Fisher
and Taylor played before
fo'leming on the third. On the
fou r th, Betty Caponera, a
Murray State University
student from Chicago, played
prior to Fleming.
Fleming came to the Caven·
dish through the Coffeehouse
Circuit from New York Citv.
While doing a gig at the Bitter
End in New York, !!he was
discovered by the circuit
representative and wa:~ asked
to join.
She picked up playing the
guitar eight years ago and immediately began writing songs.
She said she did not listen to
much music in the early days of
her writing so she could
develop her style with as much
freedom from inOuence as
possible. All but a few songs
!!he ~rformed at the Cavendic;h
were her own compositions.
Fleming has been performing
for six years, mainly as a solo
artist. She says she prefers it
that way becau11e when she
plays with other musicians the
freedom to expand and roam
with her songs is lost. The opportunity of changing a part in
song while performing is dif·
ficult when she has to folJow n
set beat.
After listening to her music
and talking to her, one can
leave Fleming with the con·
fidence feeling that she is a
musician who is totally in-

volved in her .music. Unlike so
many other musicians who
keep putting out bad music and
are satisfi£'d living on their
laurels as "rock and roll stars,''
Fleming is a musician who
works at improving her music.
In the future, she hopes ·to
have the opportunitytotakeher
music and ideas into a 1-~tudio
and expand them. One idea she
would like to try is adding orchl!stration.

The next Cavendish Coffeehouse will be Jan. 21, 22 and
23 and will feature another act
from TI1c Coffeehouse Circuit.
A minimum of six coffeehouses
is planned for the spring
semester and a number of them
will present local talent.
Anyone interested in playing
for The Cavendish should contact Fred Sapp in the SGA office.

PEACE
May it reign in
every home at
Christmastime . . .
and ever after

The Staff of

•

L : · rn1 11~~
Wish es to thank th e stude n ts & facul ty
of Murray St ate for the ir p atrona ge
during t h e pas t semester.

FREET
during our

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
We will give a 12" portable TV plus two other
prizes each Saturday at 4:00 from now until
Christmas.

-

FAVORS FOR THE KIDS.
Stop by and register-no purchase necessaryyou do not have to be present to win.

University o ·u lf
L. D. Workman
Manager

121 & 18th Street (Five Points)
Murray, Ky.

Where your business is appreci~ted
LAST WBBK'S WINNBRS
1st--Don Duncan, T. Y.
. 2nd--Nellie Qlngleaa, Cornlngware
3rd··Marllrn Granger, portable radio

Phone
753-5782
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Santa Cl a us may not show

Rumor spreading quickly
By TIM MARLER
Gue•t Writer

Santa Claus w1ll not be
coming aroun<.l as usual this
Christmas. In fac t, Santa will
not be coming at all. He i1:1
11pending this Christmas in jail.
Last weekend , Kentucky
State Police received reports of
a heavily laden sled swerving
in a reck)et;S fashion from lane
to lane on Highway 12l five
miles west of Mayfield.
When one patrolman finally
managed to get the wildly
careening sled pulled to the
11houlder of the northbound
lane, what to his wondering
eyes should appear but Kris
Kringle stewt>d t'l the gills and
jollier than ever, and eight very
winded reindeer. (Rudolph was
not the only one present with a
red nose.)
It was reported by state
police that Santa was accompanied by a scantily clad
Bolivian go-go dancer, Rosetta
" Boom-Boom"
Enchilada.
Both were g1Ven breath
analyzer te~>ts and incarcerated
pending trial on charges of
driving while intoxicated and
public drunkennes.~ .
Upon hearing that he had
been sentenced to 30 days in
jail, Santa's only reply was,
' 'That's fine with me. Who
needs the (expletive deleted)
whimpering little rug rats
anyway? I'll take Christmas
off."
According to authorities, this
is only one of several instances
of diAturhance by Santa in tbP.
past several years. For instance, two years ago in
Chicago Santa wall convicted
on charges of child molesting.
This was
immediately
following a trial '!eparation
from his wife.
"I never really liked those
brats," Santa said in an interview. "All I ever ht>ard wall
give me, give me!"
"The big future now i~ in
film making. I' ve already written a screen play in which
" Boom-Boom" and I play the
leads. It's about a plump but
sexy llalian 11ecret agtmt who
bec o me>~ romantically entangled with the wife of an in·
ternational drug dealer ,''
Santa said.
"Yeah, that's right!" BoomBoom interjected.
"One of the reallv outstanding things about this film
will be the bed l'lcenes.

EverybOdy loves a fat man and
lhey do literally in this film,"
Santa added with satisfaction.
When asked why he chose to
go into film making, St. Nick
replied that if Wilbur Mills
can do it, it can't be wrong.
At this time, Santa has put
his North Pole Work11hop up for
sale. Bids are being taken from
Sears and Macy's.
Santa is also selling his entire reindeer stock. "Why
shouldn't 1?" Santa asked. All
the horn<~Y little (expletive
((fe"!:;:::::.r.~

keep. Anybody else could make
a little profit and take a nip
now and then, but not old
Santa. WeU, I for one, am fed
up with trying to keep up an
image. It's time I broke out and
had a little fun.'' Santa said.
"The only thing I'll miss
about the business is sliding
down those chimneys. l left a
lot of broken heart!! and angry
husbands that way," Santa
reminisced.
This, in fact, is true. Several
yea111 ago Los Angeles police
were called on ChristmasEve to
quell a distrubance which arose
when a small child saw
"mommy kissing Santa Claus' '
and aroused her father. (Again,
Rudolph was not the only one
• with a red nose that night.)

'

"Yea, I've had it this time,''
• concluded Santa as he spoke of
hiA recent detainment by police,
"As far as I'm concerned those
yaJ'd apes can take their candy
canes and shove them up their
chimneys! From now on those
slobbering little crumb crunchers will just have to find
another fat man to rip off."

ou Are Welcome Whe
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street

Sunday

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
6:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible

Plants make lasting gifts.

Brighten your
holidays
with plant•··
polnsettas, houseplants,
and live Christmas treesl
Large selection

m greenhouse

Shlrler'• F.lorlat and Garden Center
502 N. 4th

deleted) ever did was run
around and play reindeer
games and defecate all over my
workshop. I spent more time
dodging reindeer dung than I
did fixing those junky toys."
"As far as those fairies are
concerned...
"You mean elves?" I corrected.
"r mean fai ries. You don't
know them very well, do you?"
said Santa. "I mean I'm as
liberal minded as the next guy,
but I get pretty sick of seeing
them swish around the
workshop all day like Shirley
Temple or something."
"Another thing that bugt~ me
is the low profile I have had to

The Craft House
Macrame • Needlepoint
Candle Supplies · Beads
Decoupage - Paper Tole's
Greek Letters • Crewel
YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (502) 753-9384
LESSONS AVAILABLE

Stud~

753-8944

~~R-~~.?~~-

AT T HIS SEASON WE ARE REMINDED OF THE MANY T HINGS
FOR WHICH WE SHOULD BE T HANKFUL

To give thanks to thE' Murray State Univet'llit) Student~~.

To ,;ive thanks for th~ prosperity we enjoyt>d in the past yl.'ar, we, who share in
th~ bleMings of a good liff', shout~ lift 'lur voice!! in prayerful t.hanks for tltr,
abundance of our festive board, ~irituel fl"ffdom, and boundle~ opportunitirs.

I wi!lh to tl1ank A l mig~ty God for his help in making my busin"""~ the IIUC<'t"M it

has ~n ovt·r the past )'f:al', and I pled~ to ..erve the br:!t interesl'l of our
patmns with food that will be in k~ping with the loyaltv 8hown by each of
tht"m in brin~n~ tht"ir busines!l our wa)'·
·

It is my dt•sire to eerve thf' public, not only with good fo'ld, but aiRO with
d~ity and resp«t for the fine community of which we aJ'f' a part.

. N~w, when w_e patlfie to take stock of ouc joys, let us pledge to reaffirm our
fa1th 1n aU mankJnd and to ~ determined to preserve and cherish the freedom
and heritage that we in this community enjoy.

Peace on Earth, cood wiiJ to aU people.

Palace Drive In
Lindy Ca rr

~~ ,_.~~0
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Apr. 1 is set
as deadline
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ARRIVAL
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Fint prile fa a S200 ICholar·
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$100 IChelaniUp. UDder the
OODtelt, fouadecl in 1969 by Dr.
uul Mn. Herbert J. IAvtM ~
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Centralia, Ill. ......... awards of
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COSMETIC
COLLECTION IN

FINAL BXAIUNATIYtN SCHEDULE
Fall 8eae8$8r 174
Dee. 11

Friday

Dec. 14

Saturday

Dec. 11

Monday

Dee. 17

Tueeday

•;J

Wednesday

J203 Olws#nut

tit
R:.,g:-.:1:10
cl.....

8:00

11-.JO
1:10

•er,.,·
•
1:10
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Opportunity to learn draws crowds

Stadium serves as education center

By DARLENE McPHERSON
Reporter

Football games weren't the
only thing that attracted area
adults to Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Adult Learning Center,
Project Apollo, Upward Bound
and the military science department were all relocated in the
main structure of the stadium,
and drew their share of the
crowd.
Offices for coaches, the foot·
ball training room and dressing
rooms are housed beneath the
first floor of the Stadium. In
addition to athleti<' use, lhe
stadium's classroom space is
being used for students.
According to Cpt. Brian
McMahon, assistant professor
of military s cience, three
classrooms on the stadium end
are being used in addition to
ROTC offices located in the
center section.
James Biggs, director of Upward Bound, also occupies an
office in the stadium along with
members of Project Apollo, a
federal grant program, and a
special services tutoring
program.
The Adult Learning Center
utilizes stadium classr oom
space for its academic and
" Life and Learning" programs.
Both are available to area
adults and student.'!.
The Learning Center is
designed for those at leust 16
years of age without s high
school diploma and not presently enrolled in l!<'hool. No prior
regi~:~tration is neeeAsary for the
free program, said Charles
Guthrie, director of the center,
and added, "all they need to do
is walk in."
Gu~rie explained that in-

structional levels range from
grades one to 12, and that a
student can begin at any point
Among the reasons adult!:! go
back to sehoul are to prepare
for the General Education
Development test to receive a
high school diploma ; to increal!e their chances for more
profitable employment; to
enhanre their possibilities for
promotiont-~; and to gain personal
satisfaction
of
achievement, he said.
Motivation , Guthrie em phasized, is a positive factor
that outwei~h s atly problem
en<:ountered in the program.
Although motivation is often a
problem, sometimes it is
necessary "to a pply the brakes
a bit. Mature people with a
purpose know what they want
to achieve and they are eager to
get it done."
Recently Guthrie saw the
program move into private
homes with paraprofessionals
utilized "in cases of sufficient
need."
Guthrie has become so en-

thusiastic about the work at the
renter he has returned to the
classroom as a student himself.
Reading, he believes, is the
backbone of any program of individualized instruction and he
hopes to become more of a
reading specialist as a result of
the course he is taking.
A pleasant diver"ion t(l the
traditional courses offered under the Adult Learning
program, are non-credit courses
"planned to provide leisure entertainment and personal
development to interested persons," Dr. Donald .Jones, head
of continuing education, said.
"Life and Learning'' was
proposed to the Board of
Regents, and ap1noved Sept. 7,
and has drawn a large regional
show of int.erest.
"Approximately 150 persons
signed up to take a total of 16
courses," Jones said. He added
that he was pleased with participants' suggestion11 for future
courses.
Enrollment!:! ranged from 25
to three or four persons, per

cla!!s but according to .Jones,
enthusiasm is evident in in·
structors and ~tudents, young
and old.
The program is selfsupporting, with instructors
paid from course fees, and leftover money going into an advertising and administrative
cost..q fund, Jones explained.

Some of the courses offered
this fall were: writing poetry
for fun, today's woman, sticks
and stones, reseating cane
t·hairs, rainy days and Mondays. magazine artide writing,
care of horne p lants, birds of
Western Kentucky, beginning
sewing. beginning bridge and
bass fishing.

For Christmas,
and for all the good
times to come.
A SONY.
~~ S&UlMJ'~~J<

Chuck's Music Center
1411 Main

753-3682

What's
ROTC like
at Murray State?
Talk to Wendell Shelton
at762-3747

T h e Registrar's Office
wou ld like to remind all
stu dents returnin g for
sp ring semester that th ey
sh ould see th e ir ad viser
and have a trial schedule
card fi lled out and approved before leaving for
Ch ristmas br eak.

lfsnew...
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lfs magnifteent!
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by GUERTIN BROTHERS

Creators of the
Original Mother's Ring
14K Gold Yellow or White
with Linde Star~ of the Month

Lindseys
Jewelers
Downtown Murray
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Balanced attack paces Racers
over Missouri Southern 80-75
B~

STEVE W. GIVENS
Sporu Editor

Moffett prevails
:'oJO'r A CHANCF. of Mls11ouri
Southern's Lee Stevenll' shot
goin1 in the bucket a11 IHI Racer
center Larry Moffett block11 his
second of three efforts during
MSll'• 80-76 win Monday niabt.
~toffett had 13 point11 and eight
rebounds for hill total efforts,
while Stevf'nll finished with U
and 2 respectively.

Runmng five starters in
double figures for its third consecutive full bouse, Murray
State shook off an Irish ace
Monday night for a tough 80-75
win over Missouri Southern.
Although the visiting Lions
used junior guard Mark
Flanegin's 13 of 16 shot performance from the field to win
several hands in the clash, it
was the smooth overall play of
the hot shooting Racers that
notched Coach Fred Overton's
fifth consecutive win without a
loss.
Junior
forward
Jesse
Williams and sophomore forward Zachery Blasingame led
MSU with 18 markers each, but
the clutch play of senior guard
Henry Kinsey pulled the
Racers from the last of 12
!!econd-half deadlocks in the
winning rally.
Tied at 39-allat halftime, the
Lions traded baskets with MSU
for exactly half of the
remaining time. After seven for
seven first-half field per·
formance, Flanegin finally
missed from the floor, but still
accounted for six points until
the Racers rallied.
Theatening to break the contest open several times, MSU
got its offense clicking when
Kinsey arched a long 20-footer
into the net from the left side
making it 61-59. Flanegin hit

By STEVE HALE
Sports Writer

Attractive Melva Holt
astonished thousands of
basketball fans this season by
becoming the first female of·
ficial scorekeeper in the history

Rifle team sharpslwoters
win 1st in'Turkey Shoot'
Aaat. Sports Editor

Murrav State's rifle team
brought ·home the turkey from
last weekend's Kansas State
University Invitational International Smallbore Rifle
Match conducted at Manhattan, Kan.
Termed a "Turkey Shoot" by
the National Rifle Association,
which co-sponsors the event,
the Murray sharpshooters actually did more firing at the
bull's eye, and wound up
taking flrst. place in both the
National College Division and
the
National
Women's
Division.
Leading the way for the men
was Gary Kramp, who placed
second individually m the
college division shoot-out. But
the real stars for Murrav were
Mary Sand, Kathy Ro~e and
Karen Rowe, who placed first,
second and third respectively in
the
National
Women's
Division.
"We were very pleased with
the team effort," commented
Cpt. Brain McMahon.
"This is the first time this vear
the . team has really put it
together. I won't say they've
reached their potential because

..

-

when 6-4 Dennis Sims went up
to bloclc a MSU shot, grabbed
the rim and swatted the ball
down. Kinsey made the free
throw and was awarded the
original points for a 78-65
bulge.
From that moment on, the
Lions outscored MSU 10-2 as
the Racers slacked off on
defense with the win assured.
Blasingame made the last
bucket on a frve-footer with
2:04 left and was holding the
ball above his head when the
final bu:zzer sounded to
preserve the victory.

The Racers never had trailed
in the first half, taking a 2-0
advantage on a 15 footer by
Williams and not looking back
enroute to an eight point
spread with 15:39 left.
Williams, 6-7 guard Grover
Woolard and Kinsey all hit
back-to back lay-ups to provide
the edge as the Racers
threatened to blow the visitors
off the hardwood.
With the Lions on the short
end of 25-13 count, Coach R. C.
Shipley sent Flanegin into the
lineup. He responded by popping in two straight scores and
MS was off and running.
MSU enjoyed the last of five
12 point advantages at :H -19
after the Lions began to roar,
outscoring the Racers 10-2
during the next three minutes
to move to only a 35-31 score.

Moffett hit Murray's last
goal of the half with 47 seconds
remaining, but the visitors added a lay-up and a shot by forward Lee Stevens at the buzzer
to gain the halftime deadlock
at 39-all.
Williams was the deadeye for
the Racers, connecting on nine
of 13 from the field for his 18
markers,
while
both
Blasingame and Kinsey hit on
eight of 12 from the floor.
Woolard finished with 10
points, but never seemed to get
many of his shots to fall
through after bouncing on the
rims.
Moffett, who finished with a
strong four minutes of play,
had 13 markers for his
evening's work plus eight
rebounds. Melvin wound up the
Racer scoring with his two of
three shots from the floor for
four points. Reserve forward
Jeff Hughes played in the
second half, but did not attempt a shot.
After having met Arkansas
College in the Fieldhouse last
night, the Racers travel to
Memphis State on Saturday to
battle the Tigers, who finished
as 1973 NCAA national runner-ups, in the first major road
trip of the young season.
The next Fieldhouse appearance for MSU will be on
Jan. 4 agairu;t Samford University.

Melva gives scorer's _table a new look

MSU Sports
By MIKE I''INCH

again, but a great third effort
by Blasingame on a missed
rebound shot pushed the hosts
ahead by two to stay.
Then Williams hit a corner
shot from the right and Kinsey
sandwiched a lay-up between a
10-foot Flanegin score and a
Lion time-out with
6:43
remaining and MSU on top, 67.
63.
After
play
resumed,
sophomore center Larry Moffett took control of the lane by
scoring eight of his 13 total
points and hauling down three
crucial rebounds after being
blocked out of several first·half
plays by MS's experienced 6-8
Ed Benton.
Moffett sank two pressurepacked charity tosses in a two
minute span to boost the Racer
margin and set the stage for the
play that broke the Lions'
hopes.
Kinsey took the ball on an
inbounds pass from Woolard,
fed Blasingame just over the
center line, who in turn fired
back to Kinsey in the midst of
three Lion defenders in the
lane. He faked once to the
right, once up, and scooped in a
lay-up with 2:49 remaining for
a 75--65 MSU advantage.
During the rally, MSU outpointed the visitors 17-4, to go
in 11even minutes from a two
point lead to a 13 point spread!
The Lions were whistled for
a technical foul second11 later

I feel they can still go higher,
but they're heading in the right
direction now," he continued .
Going into last weekend's
match the rifle team had only
one match championship to
their credit and according to
McMahon they were all pretty
disappointed with themselves.
However, team confidem·e
returned following their excellent showing at Kansas,
which prompted McMahon to
comment, "We have a match
scheduled with Tennessee Tech
when we return to school next
semester. They're always very
good but now I'm confident we
can make a good showing
there."
Actually, the official team
standings from the weekend
meet have not been released.
The coaches, interest£•d in finding out the results, called the
Kansas campus Monday.
"The team and individual
scor es won't be officially
released for about two weeks.''
stated McMahon. This is normal pr~~edore in a match as
large a~:~ the KSU Invitational
because so many team~ enter, it
takes a while to have enough
copies of the results printed for
rach competing team.

of Murray State and possibly
the only one in the entire
nation.
After competing with 11everal
men for the position and get·
ting it cleared with Ohio Valley
Conference Commissioner Art
Guepe, Miss Holt learned of
her appointment just two weeks
before the Racer Blue-Gold intrasquad game. She said, "I
was surprised, but more than
anything l was honored and
pleased."
The job is one that many ob·
viously could not handle ef·
ficiently. It involves keeping up
with the player and his fouls, a
running score, timeouts and
team fouls.
But the most important
aspect of her duties is that she
communicates with the officials. They have encouraged
her and she feels free to sound
the bu:zzer if there are any
questions or complications.
The women's lib movement
did not have anything to do
with Miss Holt applying for the
job. She said, "You must understand my background. I've
always been an avid basketball
fan since I have two brothers
who played the game. We lived
in a rural area where there
were no girls to play with. So
after working in the fields I
would come home and play
basketball with the guys on a
dirt court."
Miss Holt baR had lots of experience in keeping scores. Often times Rhe would keep score
during the practice sessions at
Lowes High School, where she
was a cheerleader. At that time
Lowes didn't have a girl's team
since few West Kentucky
schools have ever fielded such
t~ams.

When she was a student at
Murray State, often she would
keep score while the Racers
were practicing.
With the preS(!nce of Miss
Holt, coaches, players and of-

ficials will have to watch their
tempers, language, and manners!
Not only that, but also many
will be looking for her to make
a mistake. She said, "l know
that because I'm a girl some
people will be more critical.
M08t of the men have, surprisingly, seemed favorable to
my accepting the position.
Although I was a little scared
during the first game, things
have become more relaxed now
and I have confidence in
myself.''
Miss Holt has a brother
Greg who is one of the
managers for Murray's basketball team, and upon learning
that she bad applied for the job

he claimed that she would
never do it. Talking to his
sister, he said, "1 know how enthusiastic you get. You 'II be up
on the scoring table leading a
cheer." But at:cording to her,
the concentration is so intense
that she doesn't even hear the
noise.
The one thing that has surprised the new Murray
scorekeeper is all of the
publicity she's receiving.- It's
been in the newspapers, on a
Paducah television station, on
the local channel 11 campus
station, and is being filmed by
various other TV stations. She
said, "I didn't think about it
being that big of a thing. I
(Continued on page 23)

Phow !>Y

PROClAIMED 811 pos11ibly the only female
!ICorer In the
nalion, attractive Melva Holt wu captured at work during the
MSU- Mi1111ouri Southern game Monday nlsht. She hu been an
avid basketball ran all her life and replaced long time Racer
scorer, Kt•nneth Harrell, on the •idelinea at the firflt or the
seaton .
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Larry Moffett has instant success at MSU
By RAY DALEY
Sporta Writer

One would generally assume
that a person entering the ninth
grade at the height of 6-5
would be destined for a long
high school basketball career.
But not so for Larry Moffett of
Gary, Ind. His career has thu!;
far been short, although successful.
Moffett presently stands 6·9
and weighs 200 pounds. He is
the center for the Murray State
Racers and has the ability to be
one of the best centers the
Thoroughbreds have ever had,
and perhaps the best center in
the entire league, according to
head coach Fred Overton.
Larry has only played one
year of organized basketball
prior to his arrival at Murray.
In his early years at Gary's
Horace Mann High, Moffett
showed no interest in the sport
and it wa~ not until his junior
year that a coach finally persuaded him to come out for the
team.
However, Larry missed th~:~
entire season with the exception of the last two games
because of a broken wrist.
During his senior year in
high school, Larry was elected
captain of the team and
assumed full control of the
<~ourts, leading the squad in
scoring and rebounding. He
averaged about 23 points per
game and pulled down an
average of 18 rebounds. He was
named to the aU-regional Team
'tnd made honorable-mention
on the all-sectional team.
Larry's talents, however,
were not limited onlv to baaketball. In his junior -~nd l'enior
year::; he proved to he ex-

,

,
,,

ceedingly outstanding in track
and field, long jumping 21 feet
and high jumping six feet, five
inches.
He was sought by several
universities across the nation,
such as Florida State, Temple
University, Wichita State and
Iowa State.
Reaching over the the stereo
with his long arms be turned
down the soul music which
played throughout the interview, and then without
hesitation he replied, "I was
really impressed with coach
Overton; I liked his style. The
campu!l setting itself also appealed to me," when asked
about his coming to MSU.
Larry's present major is
physical education although he
is considering changing to

another field. ''Academically I
think
MSU
is
pretty
good," he said as he
tugged
on the
bottom
of his pants, an
action
which
caused
him
to
add, "Man I think I'm still
growing, my pants all seem to
be getting short!'·
Once again the conversation
drifted back to Larry's past.
I felt I was underrated in
basketball during high school,"
he said slowlv. "All I heard
from people w~s how much better I would have been if I'd
played for four years rather
than just one."
Coach Overton thinks highly
of his new center and feels that
Moffett's ability to play defense
and offense is a valuable asset
to the team. He pointed out

that Moffett has "great jumping ability" and is "tough under the boards."'
Looking ahead,
Larry
discussed the possibility of
professional ball. He revealed
that this was a future goal, but
now he was more concerned
with his performance on a
colleg~ level.
"I think this year's team is
good," said Moffett, "and that
we'll dominate the conference
and maybe play our way into
the NCAA playoffs."
Larry views basketball as an

Man
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opportunity to do something
with his life and is taking advantage of his talent. "I know
guys right now playing basketball back home in the city
parks that could walk down
here and take my job," the 20·
year-old revealed. "But instead, they do nothing."
Basketball is a big part of
Larry Moffett's life. When
speaking of the sport he
projects an image of pride and
enthusiasm which he hopes to
carry onto the hardwood m
every Racer contest.

Dave Travis

r
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are many reasons why you
need our financial planning service.
Meet one of them!
Efficient financial planntnjOit~ no P.:tsy task
It involves the creation , con~ervation a11d
dtsposttton of your wealth.
Properly done, it assures maximum ftnancial
security for you and those to whom you have an
economic responsi bility.
That's why it is i mportant that you have
competent professional help from a man like
the one shown here.
Who is he7
We thtnk he i) among the best finan cial planners
anywhere .
Can you afford not to know a man like this?
He is a~sociated with

J.C. Dudley, District Agency
Citizens Bank, Paducah, Ky.
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Three MSU women named
to Olympic handball team

Photo by Sam Smith
JUMPING Grover Woolard, MSU's 6·1 sophomore guard, goes
up w stop thia fo'ieldhou•e shot by Louisiana College's Andy Ash·
worth during Racer action last Saturday night. MSU romped to
an 81-66 win while Woolard had 15 points and Allhworth finil!hed
with 1even markere.

Racer machine cruises
to win over La. College
Murray State's basketball
Racers acted like an old
automobile Saturday night in
cruising to their fourth victory
without a loss, defeating
Louisiana College, 81-66.
Just as an old reliable engine
takes sometime to warm up;l'so
did the Racers as they couHn't
seem to get rolling during the
first few minutes of the
fieldhouse game . Murray
trailed 4-0 before senior guard
Henry Kinsey hit a five footer
nearly two minutes into the
game for the home team' s first
points.
However the Racer machine
didn't really begin to move until Zach Blasingame, who
shared scoring honors for the
game, sank two free-throws,
with 10:13 showing on the
clock, to knot the score at 16
all.
Clarence Hall, LC's leading
scorer and rebounder, popped
in a shot from ten feet fM rhP
last lead the visiting Wildcats
would enjoy.
Guard Grover Woolard and
center Larry Moffett combined
for four Murray points while
LC was gathering two and
then, as the five horsepower
(pure Throughbred) Murray
team began to purr, the Racers
reeled off 10 points while
holding the visitors scoreless to
grab 12 point lead.
Displaying a lightening quick
defense
which
caused
Louisiana to continuously lose
the ball, the Racers continued
the rampage, boosting their
lead to 16, before Head Coach
Fred Overton pulled the reigns
on his horses and substituted
an entire new team with 1:46
showing before the half.
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of her four years at Murray.
She plays No. 1 singles and
doubles for the tennis team and
is a starting guard for the
basketball team.
Jones from Ogden, Iowa, was
leading scorer for the basketball
team last season, runs sprints
and middle distance for the
track team, and is a member of
the cross country team.
Team handball is a relatively

new sport in the United States,
particularly for women, and it
will be an Olympic event for
the first time in 1976.
A team handball squad consists of 12 players (10 court
players and 2 goalkeepers) of
whom not more than 7 play at
a time. The players of each
team try to throw the ball into
the goal of the opposing team
and to defend their own goal
against the attack of opponents.

Holiday Greetings !
Wishing You The Best Christmas
and Happiest New Year!
Thank you for your business t his year and we
look forward to seeing you next semester!

m4t Ginliege ,. 4np
Across from MSU Library

~~~~
DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
HAS THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS
GIFT FOR THE 'SPORT' IN YOUR LIFE

Gift certifies tes
Rackets
Buck Knives

Sweatsuits, warmups
Archery equipment
Large selection of jerseys, shirts
Golf shoes, clubs, bags, balls
Basketballs, footballs, baseballs
Table tennis paddles, balls, tables
Jackets (lined & unlined)
Complete lettering service
Shoes for every sport

79-56.

Great Christmas Gifts
Wheals
10% any
off all wheels In Stock

size or type

* Offer Good tllrough Dece•lter 24, 1974 *

INSURANCE SERVICE

* UFI - I&.UI CIOIS

Blasingame was the only
Murray player in double figure11
at the half with 14, while being
credited with 11 rebounds.
An assistant coach from
Arkansas College, Murray's
Wednesday night opponent,
commented, "It's ridiculous the
way that guy (Blasingame)
hustles. The whole idea of our
little team coming up here to
play Murray is ridiculous."
Those may well have been
the feelings of Coach Billy
Allgood and his Louisiana
team during the break, but
their hopes for a victory certainly must have received a
boost as they witnessed the
Racers play at the beginning of
the second half.
The Wildcats pulled to
within seven points midway
through the last half when
Coach Overton called time. Apparently the coach instilled
some "Enthusiasm" in his club
as the Racers immediately
began rebuilding their lead.
MSU put the victory on ice
during a four·minute scoring
spree of 16 points while holding
their opponents scoreless,
pushing their lead to 23 points,

Three Murray State women
athletes have copped one of
collegiate sports's highest
plateaus by being selected for
the United St.ates 1976 Olympics handball team.
Carla Coffey and Lois Homes
were tabbed for the first team
after attending an Olympic
trail camp at Iowa State
University
over
the
Thanksgiving holidays. Meanwhile, ,Jana Jones was honored
as an alternate for the team in
the event one of the other two's
injury or illness.
Coffey, a graduate student in
physical education at Murray,
was formerly a member of the
women's track, basketball, and
volleyball teams. The Somerset
native was most valuable
player for both the track and
basketball teams each of the
four years she played. She won
the 100-meter high hurdles and
the 200-meter lows in the 1971
National Championships of the
Divisions of Girls' and
Women's Sports.
Holmes, a senior recreation
major, and a Glasgow native
has been a member of the tennis and basketball teams each
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Rutter finishes 84th in annual NCAA run
Two weeks ago marked the
end of the cr oss country season
for Murray State University's
standout freshmen Brian Rutter, as he competed in the
NCAA Nationals and placed
84th out of 220 of th~ nation's
premier distance run ners.
Rutter, a native of Bristol,
Eng., led MSU this season with
six individual victor ies and was
the only Racer harrier to
qualify for the nationals held at
Indiana University.

taine. Rose, also a native of
England, led WKU to a second
place fi nish behind Oregon,
which has been crowned as the
national champs for the second
consecutive year.
WKU was the top team in
the OVC this season, with four
of the Hilltoppers being named
to the All American list. Aside
from Rutter, MSU produced
two uut'!tanding runners this
fall, freshman Martvn Brewer
and senior Gordy · Benefield,

The six mile race was won by
Nick Rose, a junior from
Western Kentucky, as he completed the hilly course in 29
minutes, 22 seconds, six
seconds ahead of runner-up
John Ngeno of Washington
State.
Despite the low temperatures
and 18 mile per hour wind
which prevailed, Rose again
demonstrated his dominance in
national competition, losing
last year only to Steve Prefon·

Meltn------....
• n ued from puge 20)
(Conti

ncan, I knew that it was diffrent but yet I'm not doing it
b be different. It's a part of
r.~. "

One thing for sure, no one
argue with her when she
s.ys that, "the real test will
~~m: when the OVC games
start, especially in a close game
with Western Kentucky with
three seconds remaining and
the score tied. Then my books

"11

both of whom attained All Conference honors.
NCAA team fin ish
1. Oregon
77
2. Western Kentucky
110
3. Texas-El Paso
136
4. Washington State
144
5. Providence
225
Individual Finisher:
1. Nick Rose, Western

29:22
2. John Ngeno, Washington

TABERS
BODY

SHOP

PHONE
753-3134
1301 CHESTNUT

Ru her
tamps
Made To Order

Call

753-8072.
Jim's
Rubber

Bill

will definitely be under
11crutiny.''
In any case, fans will have
the opportunity to see a former
cheerleader converted to sitting
stiU and cont ro l ling her
emotions at the official scorer's
table.
It all seems appropriate as
MSU seems to be the pacesetter in uniforms this year. so
why noL pave ihe way for
women scorekeepers on the
collegiate sitlelinel'l?

Murray

N~

f

& Automotive Supply
ALL TYPES AUTO REPAIR
FREE PICK-UPI

but couldn' t work against. the
man-to-man Martin used in the
fina l frame.
'
The women have one
remaining game, tomorrow
against Lambuth, btlfore
Christmas break.
"Lambuth will be another
tough opponent for us,'' said
Rowlett. "They have a girl, I
think her name is Deacon, who
has an ungodly shot, but she
sure can hit with it," she con·
tinued.
The Lambuth game will
mark the home opening for the
women. It will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the University School

s. 7th.
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Racer women capsized
in debut at UTM,61-39
Despite a strong, 22-pClint
performance by Murray guard
Lois Holmes, the Racer women
fell short. in their first basketball outing last Friday, losing
to the University of TennestleeMartin, 61 -39.
Women's coach Dew Drop
Rowlett commented last week,
"Martin is always ~ery strong,''
but, added on Monday, "I
didn' t expect them to be so
polished.' ' Originally, the two
teams were planning to open
the season together, but UTM
decided Lo open earlier, making
Murray their sixth opponent instead of their first, according to
Rowlett.
"But it was good experiem·e
for us," Rowlett added. "We
would have liked to open with
a victory, but with opening
game jitters it's hard to compete against a team that has
already had game experience,"
she continued.
Murray's biggest problem
was t h eir extremely cold
shooting from the field. T he
women hit 10 of 28 shots in the
first ha lf and only trailed by
five at the intermission.
However, in the second half
MSU
managed
only 5
field goals of 31 att~mpts, for a
total shooting percentage of
25.4.
Meanwhile, UTM, led by
Betty Voliver and Carol Turner
with 17 and 12 points respectively, hit 22 of 61 in the game
for 36 per cent.
The coach Mid Murray had
done very well against UTM's
zone defense in the first half,
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PhutuH by Owight Borum
TIPPING the ball up for two
points is sophomore rorward
'u eht-ry Blasingame, wh., tied
for scoring honors with 18
points in the Racer11 80-75 win
over Missouri Southern last
Monday night.

When the piper's notes are
sharp and clear, e\·er_yone
recogniz~ the tune and flocks
in behind the charmer regardless of the direction or the
cause.
Murray State has heard the
music twice in consecutive
sports seasons and the raaction
has been unequalled in force or
impact to anything during the
past decade.
•
Not only have the Racer football and basketball programs
turned their respective cornen, ·
but have also cr088ed town into
a different neighborhood. Suddenly, MSU bas become a competitor!
Football coaches no longer .
schedule the Racers for
automatic weekend recordbuilders--not after back-to-back
7-3-0 and 9-2·0 seasons!
But even the roundball has
taken !;hockingly different
bounces thu;; far this year after
the over-publicized NCAA
scrape which nearly wiped out
:;everal programs clue to the
questionable ignorancll of Ohio
Vallev Conference Com missio-ner Arthur Guepe.
Undefeated throuf'h its first
five contel-lts, the basketball
Racers have ferrett~d more
vocal support in the Fit~ldhuuse
thus far than has been seen in
Murray since neighboring Ten ·
nessee lowered its legal age.
Few people have carl'CI to
search the records to find the
last time MSU had its five starters averaging--not frequently
scoring , but averaging--in
double digit.'l. And suddenly a
ticket to a Racer game means
excitement, an active pep band,

Put

revitalized cheerleaders, unreal
MSU rainbow uniforms, a running-gunning offensive show
and a tenacious 40 minutes of
defense!
What's happening to us?
Having
witnessed
the
majority of MSU contests in a
countless blur of stadiums,
gymnasiums and pressboxes
over a three year period, this
writer could not attempt to
total the various reasons for
the present winning ways. It'.a
been a gradual change--one
which has taken place quietly
with the average fan blaming
luck and good fortune.
But that pair represent a
fickle combination which cannot explain two entire years of
revolution in contest after contest on the turf...and most
recently on the hardwood.
Thull, head football coach
Bill Furgerson and rookie
basketball mentor Fred Overton are reaping the long·
awaited
success
MSU ' s
programs are due.
Dynasties have become a
thing of the past in the smaller
conferenf.'es of the nation, with
all the schools' having nearly
equal chances to recruit and
huild programs on a competitive level...and nowhere is
this more evident than in the

ovc.

MSU ha!l now reached the
turning point in many areas
particularly with its athletic
programs. Massive Roy Stewart
Stadium with iu. two-year undefeated string a.nd the
revitalized Fieldhouse are two
prime examples of this change.

Hopefully fans will realize
the value of not only Coach
Furgerson and Coach Overton's
success now, but also the price
paid to reach where we now
are.
Two seasons ago Coach
Furgerson's overall mark stood
at 29-28-3. Now it's a sparkling
45-33-3 mark and he has two
consecutive second-place OVC
finishes and a host of all conference players behind him.
And the future looks even
brighter!
Yet he didn't radically
change his methods, but only
instigated the methods needed
to cultivate playen he has
fielded in the past two years.
Veteran coach Cal Luther
had an outstanding 244-152
mark to his credit when he
resigned last year, handing
Coach Overton the reigns.
Luther had only two losing
seasons during his 16- year
tenure and made the MSU hardwonCI program a national
~ndard . His record was, and
will be for years to come, untouchable in the OVC.
And Coach Overton absorbed
enough during I 0 years of
assistant
<'o-aching
and
recruiting to get his program
moving forward from the start.
Mixed with his own talents ond
innovations, only the sky
should provide the limits of his
goals.
Altogether too frequently, it's
a fan's habit to cite ca!IV factors
in a win or a loss. So"metimes
these are the answers, but in
Murray State's case in the imme"iate past seasons, they are
the exceptions.

-)

MOMENTS after MlsBouri
Southern'• Dennis Sims (32)
blocked Henrs Kinsey'!' shot out
of the basket, he grabbed the
rim and was charged with goal·
tending and given a teehnit:'al
foul. MSU rallied for an 80-75
win and Kinsey finished with 17
points in a fine game.

More

in Your

Sell your used textbooks at

Wallace's Bookstore
Next to The College Shop

Across from the MSU Library

